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Supports human exploration activities in space and on planetary 
surfaces. Includes a wide range of capabilities to allow scientific 
observations, instrument deployment, and resource exploration. 
Divided into four major categories:

9.1 Exploration Activities
9.2 Mobility
9.3 Assembly and Deployment
9.4 Servicing 

9.0 Capability Description
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Benefits of Human Systems and Mobility

Human Exploration systems are required to: 
• Support human presence for long-duration spaceflight or 

missions to planetary surfaces
• Allow deployment of complex scientific instrumentation in space,

such as large interferometric telescopes
• Allow installation of instrumentation and sophisticated scientific 

facilities on planetary surfaces
• Enhance human access to scientific targets on planetary 

surfaces
• Provide global access on the Moon, Mars, and other planetary 

bodies
• Enhance human-robot partnerships to make the most efficient 

and effective use of each
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Key Decisions

Supports in-space assembly, servicing, refueling, and staging, for 
low-energy transfer to Earth-Sun L-points. 

2010Develop Gateway-type facilities at Earth-
Moon Libration point and other locations

Requires specialized capabilities for low-g environment and 
unconsolidated regolith

2010Include access to small bodies such as NEOs
and Martian moons

Drives need for regional (100s of km) mobility, planetary surface 
navigation and communication, and build-up of infrastructure 
(servicing, assembly, etc.)

2010Choose a single planetary surface base rather 
than multiple independent locations

ISRU requires prospecting and added infrastructure for servicing, 
assembly, construction, and mobility

2009Make extensive use of extraterrestrial 
resources 

Human and robotic teaming for assembly, servicing, In-situ 
Resource Utilization & science activities

2008Have robotics play a central role in human 
exploration missions

Affects extent of assembly and deployment in space2007Use existing launch capabilities for cargo

Drives infrastructure development: modularity, servicing, 
assembly, mobility

2006Commit to continuous, long-term sustainable 
operation (vs. one-time use)

Affects design of systems for assembly, construction, servicing,
mobility, human exploration activities; places extra requirements 
on initial lunar capabilities

NowEmphasize the Moon as the proving ground 
for Mars exploration

Requires local decision making and autonomy NowAdopt crew-centered operational strategy

Impact of Decision on Capability
(Capability Development Required)

Date
Decision
NeededKey Architecture/Strategic Decisions
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Capability Breakdown Structure

9.0
Human Systems and Mobility

Chair: Chris Culbert
Co-chair: Jeff Taylor

9.1 
Crew-Centered Operations

Coordinator: Rick Eckelkamp

9.2
Exploration Activities

Coordinator: Jim Blacic

9.3 
Mobility

Coordinator: June Zakrasjek

9.4 
Assembly & Servicing

Coordinators:
John Dorsey, Rud Moe

9.1.1 
Operate

9.1.2 
Command & Control

and Information

9.2.1 
Access to Exploration Targets

9.2.2 
Observation

9.2.3 
Analyze

9.3.1
In Space Mobility

9.3.2 
Surface Mobility

9.4.1
Assembly & Deployment

9.4.2
Servicing
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Assumptions on Dates

Beyond LEO Moon Mars
Initial Presence

Robotic Precursors 2008-2015 2008-2015 2012-2022
Initial Human Presence 2015-2020 2022-2030

Infrastructure Operational Deployment
In Space 2015-2025
Surface 2012-2020 2020-2025

Long Duration Human Presence
Exploration Sorties 2015-2030
ISRU Production 2020-2030 2017-2030 2020-2030
Facility Operation and Maintenance 2020-2030 2020-2030

Date Assumptions
– In the absence of specific mission definitions, the team reviewed existing 

material on the Vision for Space Exploration and the Spiral development 
models and defined a rough outline of dates (below) for development 
needs.
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Change in Operations Architecture is Necessary

• To have a successful and flourishing exploration program, we must 
make a “Earth-shaking change” in how we perform command and 
control.

– From ground-centered control to crew-centered control

• Due to yearly budget pressures, NASA has historically concentrated 
mostly on vehicle hardware development and low initial costs.

• The focus has not been on providing efficient operational systems that 
would lower total lifetime costs.

• “They that begin a program with a large marching army continue that 
program with a large marching army.”

• Besides saving money, an efficient operational system will be essential 
for Mars operations.
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Exploration Operations

• The Crew/System must operate these 
activities in a self-sufficient manner 
– Plan/Replan - Recover
– Setup/Teardown - Maintain
– Train - Document
– Perform
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The New Explorers and New Operations 

Concept of Operations: Human and Robotic systems jointly 
explore. Robots handle risky and hazardous activities under 
human guidance.

Machine systems
- physical strength, power, reach
- hazardous environments
- computational power, analysis
- communications
- continuous performance
- automation as a team player

People
- Active scientific discovery 
- Hypothesis testing 
- Creative problem-solving
- Strategic decision-making / Replanning
- First-hand experience and Communications to earth
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Capabilities in most need of development:

• Early teleoperated or equivalent machine(s) to construct large 
trenches for habitat “cut and cover” and to move dirt in general

• Drilling and subsurface sampling at depths beyond 1 m

• Other advanced planetary science tools and techniques 

• Multi-sensor field exploration robots, human assistant
robots, and other construction robots

• Robust space-qualified computers and advanced
operational software

• Robust human exploration operations control architecture

Strong needs for Surface Exploration
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In-Space Mobility
• Movement and positioning of astronaut 

and equipment during construction and 
maintenance

• Deployment of scientific and monitoring 
equipment

Mobility Description

Surface Mobility
• Crew and equipment transport within:

– Immediate vicinity (100 m) of a habitat/lander
– Local area (10 km) 
– Regional areas (1000 km)

• Support of assembly, maintenance, and science tasks 
within immediate vicinity

• Autonomous, teleoperated, & direct crew control of 
mobility systems

• Scientific Exploration
• Site preparation, construction, Infrastructure 

deployment

Essential for human operations In-Space and on planetary 
surfaces
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Assembly and Deployment Description

• Large space systems are required for a range of operational, 
commercial and scientific missions objectives—however, current 
launch vehicle capacities substantially limit the size of space 
systems (on-orbit or planetary)

• Assembly & Deployment is the process of constructing a 
spacecraft or system from modules which may in turn have been 
constructed from sub-modules in a hierarchical fashion.

• In-situ assembly of space exploration vehicles and systems will 
require a broad range of operational capabilities, including:
– Component transfer and storage, fluid handling, construction and

assembly, test and verification
• Efficient execution of these functions will require supporting 

infrastructure, that can:
– Receive, store and protect (materials, components, etc.); hold and 

secure; position, align and control; deploy; connect/disconnect;
construct; join; assemble/disassemble; dock/undock; and mate/de-
mate. 
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Servicing Description

• Inspection and detection of faults, maintenance, repair, resupply, and 
upgrade of accommodating in-space and extraterrestrial systems.
– Maintenance: refurbishment of wear-out items, resupply of consumables, 

adjustment and realignment, cleaning or recoating of surfaces, exchange 
of degraded fluids, lubricants, filters, materials

– Repair: replacement of or substitution for worn, damaged, or failed items 
at several levels of hierarchical modularity, reconstruction of structures or 
surfaces with fresh material

– Upgrade: replacement or supplement of obsolete items with version 
having higher-performance or increased functionality

• All servicing operations include reverification of system integrity and 
functionality


